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Abstract Length scales determined by maximum turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), the inte-
gral scale, and two length scales based on Reynolds stress-tensor anisotropy are compared
to the often stated outer length scales of boundary-layer depth and distance from the earth’s
surface, z. The scales are calculated using sonic anemometer data from two elevations, 5 and
50 m above the ground at the main tower site of the CASES-99 field campaign. In general,
none of these scales agrees with the other, although the scale of maximum TKE is often
similar to the boundary-layer depth during daytime hours, and the length scales derived from
anisotropy characteristics are sometimes similar to κz, z, and 2z depending on scale definition
and thermal stability. Except for the scale with the strictest isotropy threshold, the turbulence
is anisotropic for each of the various candidates for the outer scale. Length scales for maxi-
mum buoyancy flux and temperature variance are evaluated and the turbulence characteristics
at these scales are almost always found to be anisotropic.
Keywords Anisotropy · Buoyancy flux scales · CASES-99 · Integral length scale · Outer
length scale · Reynolds-stress tensor · Temperature variance scales · Turbulent kinetic energy
1 Introduction
Turbulent motion of a fluid occurs over a broad range of scales. The smallest scales are
usually defined as the scale at which the motion dissipates into heat due to the viscosity of
the fluid. Most turbulence text books and turbulence applications use either the outer scale
or integral scale as the term to describe the larger scales of turbulent motion (Hinze 1959;
Tatarski 1961; Tennekes and Lumley 1972; Schlichting 1987; Gifford 1989; Kaimal and
Finnigan 1994; Stull 1997). In this context, the outer scale is the largest scale of turbulence
at the point of measurement, not to be confused with the outer-layer scale that is associated
with the scales of turbulence far from the surface. The outer scale is variously defined as: on
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the order of the largest scale of the flow, the atmospheric boundary-layer depth; κz near the
surface in the logarithmic layer; as the scale above which the Fourier transform no longer has
a −5/3 slope; as the scale at which the structure function no longer follows a 2/3 power law,
a very practical definition for optical applications. Turbulence at the outer scale is considered
to be anything between the point at which the turbulence undergoes transition from isotropic
to anisotropic to very anisotropic (Tatarski 1961). The outer scale is sometimes described as
the scale at which the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is maximum. Or alternatively, near the
surface (in the logarithmic layer or lowest 100 m), the outer scale is thought to grow linearly
with height above the ground, z, and be roughly equal to z. Near a surface, boundary-layer
theory uses κz as a typical eddy size at a distance z from the surface based on Prandtl’s mixing
length concept, where κ is the von Karman constant.
A single book or paper will cite more than one of these definitions as synonymous or
nearly so. Many measurements have been made to try to estimate the magnitude of the outer
scale in the atmosphere. Estimates measured at high elevation observatories for astronom-
ical applications are in the range of tens of metres (Ziad et al. 2004). Micrometeorological
studies find outer scales on the order of hundreds to thousands of metres with considerable
variation (Teunissen 1980; Kaimal and Finnigan 1994). With modern sonic anemometer data
and innovative data processing, it is now possible to evaluate some of the relevant properties
of atmospheric turbulence in a different way. One reason the issue of outer scale measure-
ment has not been examined more extensively is that, for many situations, numerical model
calculations are not highly sensitive to the actual value of the outer scale (Consortini et al.
1973). Given the broad range of applications, a single value or definition of outer scale is
unlikely to be useful. More thorough knowledge of the properties of the various definitions
should be of general use.
2 Data
The Cooperative Atmosphere–Surface Exchange Study (CASES-99) was a major field cam-
paign located near Leon, Kansas, set up primarily to study the stable atmospheric boundary
layer. The campaign took place in October 1999, and was centered around a heavily instru-
mented 60 m main tower site in flat terrain. In addition, there were six 10-m towers at a
distance of 100 and 300 m from the main tower as well as other instrumentation (Poulos
2002). The main tower instruments recorded data continuously throughout the month, day
and night. The CASES-99 dataset is available from the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) with quality control and tilt correction included http://www.eol.ucar.edu/
projects/cases99/.
The data used here are from the Campbell Scientific CSAT3 sonic anemometers deployed
at z = 50 m on the main tower and at z = 5 m on a shorter tower 10 m distance from the
main tower. These sonic anemometers have a path length of 0.10 m, and all three paths share
a common centre point. At the rate of 20 data points s−1, sonic anemometers can resolve
scales only down to about 0.5 m at wind speeds typical of the CASES-99 experiment. This is
nowhere near the scale of dissipation, ∼1 mm, but is adequate for examining the outer scale.
In addition to the three components of the wind vector, the CSAT3 sonics also record sonic
temperature. The sonic temperature is derived from the speed of sound measurement that
depends on both temperature and humidity. The temperature determined by sonic anemome-
ters still includes the humidity dependence, Ts = T (1 + 0.51w), resulting in a temperature
that is very close to the virtual temperature, Tv = T (1 + 0.61w), where T is the dry-bulb
temperature, Ts is the sonic temperature, Tv is the virtual temperature, and w is the ratio of
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the water vapour mass to the total air mass (Campbell Scientific CSAT3 manual). A sim-
ple eddy-correlation calculation of the covariance of the sonic temperature and the vertical
velocity is essentially the same as the buoyancy flux (Foken 2008).
Of the eight sonics on the main tower, only four are CSAT3 models. The four Applied
Technologies ATI K sonic anemometers are configured such that the three transducer paths are
separated by distances comparable to or larger than the path length of 0.15 m. As a result of the
separation of the paths, the calculation of covariances at small spatial scales becomes problem-
atic, so the data from the ATI K sonics are not used for this analysis. A more detailed analysis
will also include data from the CSAT3 at 30 m and the fourth CSAT3, which was at z = 1.5 m
for the first part of the field campaign and was moved to z = 0.5 m for the final 10 days.
3 Data Analysis Tools
3.1 Multiresolution Decomposition
The data processing method used here is a combination of decomposing the wind velocity
and sonic temperature data into the fraction of variance or covariance resulting from motion
at different scales, then evaluating the anisotropy characteristics of the resulting Reynolds-
stress tensor at each scale. The decomposition is done using a multiresolution technique
(Vickers and Mahrt 2003) on segments of 216 data points (54.6 min) starting at the top of
each hour. Multiresolution spectra are analogous to Fourier spectra, but are decomposed using
step functions instead of sinusoids. The use of step functions maintains Reynolds-averaging
compatibility.
The peak of a multiresolution spectrum occurs at a slightly different scale than a Fourier
spectral peak for the same data because the multiresolution peak depends on the width of
major events whereas Fourier decomposition depends on the periodicity of major events
(Howell and Mahrt 1997). The evaluated scale of maximum energy differs slightly between
Fourier analysis and a multiresolution analysis of the same data.
Multiresolution spectra are less noisy than Fourier spectra of the same data, but can be
sensitive to slight shifts in the starting point of the analysis. For example, significant variations
can occur in individual spectral values from analysis of data from 1500 to 1555 UTC and
1501 to 1556 UTC even if the data are relatively stationary. For stationary data the area under
the spectral curves will be the same for the two starting points. Sensitivity to starting point
is overcome by employing an oversampling routine that has the effect of averaging out the
starting point sensitivity and further smoothes the multiresolution spectrum, thus making the
identification of peaks straightforward in most cases (Howell and Mahrt 1997). Spectral peak
locations determined without the smoothing from oversampling are within a factor of two of
the locations determined with oversampling.
If the multiresolution decomposition results in a maximum TKE spectral value at the
largest scale, this is taken as an indication of non-stationarity and that 1-h period of data is
excluded from the analysis. The largest resolved scale of a multiresolution decomposition is
also a comparison of the first half of the data to the second half. When the spectral maximum
is at the largest scale, the variation from the first half of the data to the second half is larger
than variations at any of the smaller scales, an indication of non-stationarity. Eliminating
the non-stationary 1-h periods results in removing the hours with the most stable thermal
stratification in which small-scale turbulent motions had almost decayed and large-scale
meandering becomes dominant. These very stable flows require a separate analysis, and are
of interest for their ability to transport toxins without significant mixing, which results in a
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narrow area of highly toxic concentrations instead of the broad area of diffuse concentration
that transport models predict.
3.2 Anisotropy Analysis
To fully describe anisotropy, two parameters are needed, the degree of anisotropy and
the axisymmetry of the variances (Choi and Lumley 2001). Both parameters represent a
continuum of values rather than binary states. Anisotropy analysis starts with the scaled
Reynolds-stress tensor, u′i u′j/q , where the prime indicates the difference from the mean, the
overbar indicates the average, the subscripts cover all three wind vector components, and
TKE = q/2 = 1/2
(
u′u′ + v′v′ + w′w′
)
. The analysis takes advantage of the property that
all 3 × 3 tensors have only three independent invariants, noting that there are an infinite
number of sets of three independent invariants. Choi and Lumley use a set of mathemati-
cally elegant invariants common to tensor analysis, whereas Banerjee et al. (2007) use the
three eigenvalues as the three invariants. Any set of invariants can be mapped to another set,
therefore the two methods are transformable from one to the other. The method of Banerjee
et al. is preferable for practical applications because the eigenvalues of the Reynolds-stress
tensor are the fundamental variances of the turbulence. For this analysis, only C3, the degree
of anisotropy as defined by Bannerjee et al. is used, where
C3 = 3λs (1)
with λs being the value of the smallest eigenvalue. C3 values fall between 0 and 1. At perfect
isotropy no direction is preferred, and C3 = 1 because all eigenvalues = 1/3. At the other
extreme, variance exists in only two dimensions, and C3 = 0 because one eigenvalue van-
ishes. Additional anisotropy analysis of the CASES-99 data can be found in Klipp (2010,
2012).
3.3 Integral Scale Analysis
The integral scale for each 1-h period of data is determined by calculating the autocorrela-
tion of the streamwise wind component for different time lags, and the point at which the
correlation crosses or reaches zero is used to calculate an integral scale. Because the integral
scale is expected to be large, on the order of the depth of the boundary layer, each time lag
evaluated is twice as long as the previous time lag in order to greatly reduce computational
time. As a result, the integral length scale estimates are of a coarser resolution than the other
length scale calculations. In spite of this coarse method, the resulting length scales are self
consistent and compare well with the scales derived from maximum TKE.
This method of calculating integral scales has a problem noted by others, in that some-
times no zero crossing is found, and such 1-h periods are not included in the integral scale
results. Different methods of computing the integral scale can result in different values (Teu-
nissen 1980). Many authors provide little detail on the calculation of integral times, making
comparisons difficult.
3.4 Conversion of Time Scale to Length Scale
The sonic anemometer data are in the form of time series, so all scale calculations result in time
scales. These are converted into length scales by multiplying the time scale by the mean wind
speed for that data segment, resulting in a variance-based length scale. Although the mental
model of turbulence as eddies of various sizes is useful, it is difficult to obtain quantitative
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measurements of eddies in the atmosphere, whereas point sensors readily measure variances
and covariances, making the use of a variance-based length scale appropriate. For the subset
of length scales for which the assumptions of Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis hold, the
variance length scale can also be considered an eddy size. Using a single-point measurement
may be a source of differences with other works based on correlations between physically
separated instruments. Another source of difference will be between Eulerian-type analyses
herein, and Lagrangian-type analyses in other works.
3.5 A Note About Data Categories and Thresholds
Normally atmospheric surface-layer data are separated into thermal stability classes based
on dimensionless parameters such as z/L where L is the local Obukhov length. For this
analysis, z/L separation is not as successful at separating classes of length scales as is the
use of basic day/night separation along with thresholds of wind speed or buoyancy flux.
For the larger scales, a buoyancy-flux threshold is most successful in explaining the spread
of the data. For the smaller scales based on anisotropy analysis, a wind-speed threshold is
most successful. The anisotropy arises from the surface-induced wind shear, so a wind-speed
threshold is not surprising. For the larger scales, buoyancy flux alone is a larger influence than





where κ is the von Karman constant, g is the acceleration due to gravity, θv is the virtual





The buoyancy flux and wind-speed thresholds have been determined empirically based
on values such that the multi-peaked histograms calculated using all 1-h periods of data
can be explained as sums of single-peaked histograms (Figs. 1, 2, 5, and 6). Simple classes
of day/night and above/below threshold more distinctly separate the histograms than do
classes based on z/L . An attempt to successfully convert the buoyancy-flux and wind-speed
thresholds into z/L classes is prevented by significant overlap of z/L values between the
different buoyancy-flux and wind-speed classes. The following z/L values are found:
At z = 5 m at night, when the buoyancy flux values are < −0.025 K m s−1, the corre-
sponding z/L values fall in the single range 0 < z/L < 0.5, and when nighttime buoy-
ancy fluxes are > −0.025 K m s−1, the z/L values fall in two ranges, 0 < z/L < 0.02
and 0.3 < z/L < 10, including significant overlap with the other buoyancy-flux data
class. At z = 50 m the behaviour is similar: for buoyancy fluxes < −0.015 K m s−1,
the single range is 0 < z/L < 3 and for buoyancy fluxes > −0.015 K m s−1, the two
ranges are 0 < z/L < 0.1 and 0.6 < z/L < 15. During 1-h periods with buoyancy
flux values less than the threshold, conditions are closer to neutral, whereas 1-h periods
with buoyancy flux values greater than the threshold are more stable. The most stable
conditions are not included due to lack of stationarity over 1-h segments.
The wind-speed thresholds of 4.0 m s−1 at z = 5 and 9.0 m s−1 at z = 50 m are
consistent with a logarithmic wind-speed profile. At z = 5 m, 1-h periods with wind
speeds >4.0 m s−1 both day and night have −0.4 < z/L < 0.15, and periods with
wind speeds <4 m s−1 have −10.0 < z/L < 10.0. Many of the 1-h periods with wind
speeds < 4 m s−1 have −0.4 < z/L < 0.15, the same range as when wind speeds are
>4.0 m s−1. Similarly at z = 50 m, 1-h periods with wind speeds >9.0 m s−1 have
−1.5 < z/L < 1.5; periods with wind speeds <9.0 m s−1 have −20 < z/L < 20,
including many periods with −1.5 < z/L < 1.5, the same range as periods with above
threshold wind speeds. During high wind conditions, shear forces dominate day or night,
































Night wT > −0.025 K m s−1





























Night wT > −0.015 K m s−1




































Night wT50m > −0.015 K m s
−1
Night wT50m < −0.015 K m s
−1
Fig. 1 Histograms of the length scale of maximum TKE, LTKEmax, for 1-h segments of data, at a z = 5 m
and b z = 50 m. Daytime LTKEmax values are on the order of the boundary-layer depth, typically 1–3 km;
near-neutral nighttime LTKEmax values are smaller than the nocturnal boundary-layer depths of 500–800 m;
whereas LTKEmax values for more stable nighttime conditions are dominated by large-scale meandering
motion. c Comparison of maximum TKE length scales at z = 5 m and z = 50 m, showing that the scale
measured at z = 50 m is nearly always larger than the scale measured at z = 5 m but rarely by as much as a



























Night wT > −0.025 K m s−1























Night wT > −0.015 K m s−1





































Night wT50m > −0.015 K m s
−1
Night wT50m < −0.015 K m s
−1
Fig. 2 Histograms of the integral length, for 1-h segments of data, at a z = 5 m and b z = 50 m. During
the day the length scales are all less than the boundary-layer depth but significantly larger than the instrument
height z, during near-neutral nighttime hours the scales are significantly smaller than the stable boundary-layer
depth but mostly greater than the instrument elevation z; during more stable nighttime hours the length scales
cover a broad range of values with no preferred length. c Comparison of integral scales at z = 5 m and z = 50
m, showing that the scale measured at z = 50 m is nearly always larger than the scale measured at z = 5 m.
The black solid line is 1:1, black dotted indicates a factor of 3
For the relatively flat grass-covered surface of the CASES-99 experiment site, high wind
speeds are defined as > 4.0 m s−1 at 5 m above the surface and >9.0 m s−1 at 50 m above the
surface. These thresholds are determined empirically based on values that most effectively
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Table 1 Number of hours of
data in each class and subclass in
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10,
and 11
Bold indicates total number of
data for each class, while
numbers in regular indicate
number of data in each subclass
and are subtotals of the numbers
in bold
a Threshold = −0.025 K m s−1
b Threshold = −0.015 K m s−1
c Threshold = 4.0 m s−1
d Threshold = 9.0 m s−1
Conditions Number at
z = 5 m
Number at
z = 50 m




w′T ′s > Threshold 100a 41b
w′T ′s < Threshold 75a 65b
Wind speed > Threshold 171c 87d
Day 107 44
Night 64 43
Wind speed < Threshold 153c 142d
Day 42 79
Night 111 63
explain the multiple peaks of the data on the histograms in Figs. 5 and 6. Although this
criterion results in fairly sharply defined thresholds, it is most probable that these thresholds
are dependent on surface roughness and are not universal. Interestingly, Sun et al. (2012)
arrive at very similar, and similarly sharply defined, wind-speed thresholds at z = 5 m and
z = 50 m (3.0 and 8.5 m s−1 respectively) on the CASES-99 main tower even though they
use only nighttime data, do not exclude the most stable conditions, and are comparing 10-min
TKE values to 10-min mean wind speeds.
For this analysis, day is defined as 1400–2259 UTC and night as 0000–1359 and 2300–
2359 UTC with solar noon at about 1815 UTC. Sunrise varies from 1230 to 1250 UTC and
sunset from 2359 to 2330 over the course of the field campaign. These hours are included
with the night data. Of the 600 possible 1-h periods of data 6–30 October, at z = 5 m 106
periods are missing some or all of the data, 170 1-h periods of data are flagged as non-
stationary (defined in Sect. 3.1), leaving 324 1-h periods of data. At z = 50 m, 264 1-h
periods are missing some or all of the data, 104 1-h periods are flagged as non-stationary,
leaving 229 1-h periods of data. Table 1 contains details of the number of periods in each
classification used in the analysis. As with any large field campaign, there are times when
not all the instrumentation is operational, so plots comparing data from one sonic to data
from the other sonic may show fewer data points than plots of each individual instrument’s
data.
4 Results
4.1 Maximum Turbulence Scales
One description of the outer scale of turbulence is that it encompasses the largest scale of
motion possible in the system. For atmospheric flows, the largest scale is usually assumed to
be on the order of the depth of the boundary layer. Another definition is that the outer scale
is the scale with the most energy. Turbulent kinetic energy (q/2) is one half the sum of the
wind-speed variances, q/2 = 12
(
u′u′ + v′v′ + w′w′
)
, and the maximum TKE scale is the
scale at which the sum of the spectra of the variances is a maximum.
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Histograms of the maximum TKE scale from each hour of relatively stationary data,
LTKEmax, are shown in Fig. 1a and b. In the daytime, the boundary-layer depth is expected
to be ≈1–2 km on most days of the experiment (Stull 1997) and the histograms for both
instrument elevations encompass the 2-km scale near the daytime peak (solid lines). Because
the boundary layer is growing and decaying during some of the hours defined as daytime,
it might be expected that the daytime portion of the histogram would have a range encom-
passing a few hundred metres up to 2 or 3 km, the maximum boundary-layer depth, but a
significant number of daytime hours show LTKEmax at scales on the order of 10 km. These
large LTKEmax values are attributed to very large spectral values at large spatial scales for the
lateral cross-stream component. A common occurrence in the presence of convection, these
large-scale cross-stream spectral peaks dominate the TKE multiresolution spectrum (Klipp
2010). The scales for the cross-stream variance peaks are on the order of several to 10 km, or
variances with time scales on the order of 7–20 min. These very large-scale motions may be
comparable to surface-layer superstructures seen in very high Reynolds number turbulence
in laboratory flows (Smits et al. 2011), but motion on this scale has been observed throughout
the atmospheric boundary layer (Kropfli 1979) not just at the surface.
At night, the boundary-layer depths are on the order of several hundred metres for windier,
weakly stable conditions. The sections of the histograms for the nighttime subset of the data
are not consistent with the boundary-layer depth, showing peaks in the 10–70 m range for
the z = 5 m sonic, and a 40–120 m range at z = 50 m (dashed lines, Fig. 1a, b). For the most
stable conditions included in this analysis, the most common length scales are on the order
of 2–5 km at z = 5 m and 5–12 km at z = 50 m (dash-dot lines, Fig. 1a, b). Under these
weak turbulence conditions, motion at all scales is diminished compared to motion during
more neutral conditions, but turbulent motion at the smaller and mid-sized scales diminishes
more, resulting in more energy in large-scale meandering motion than in turbulent scales of
motion.
From this, it can be concluded that LTKEmax is somewhat comparable to the boundary-
layer depth during the day but not at night. This conclusion is based on data from z = 5 m
and z = 50 m from the surface, usually considered to be too close to the ground for eddies
of the scale of the boundary-layer depth to exist due to the constraint of the solid surface.
Whether or not eddies of this size exist close to the surface, motion with large variance-based
length scales is readily observed near the surface.
Although LTKEmax at both z = 5 m and z = 50 m is often measured to be on the order of
the boundary-layer depth in the daytime, LTKEmax values also depend on the height above
the surface. If measured values of LTKEmax were a function of only the boundary-layer depth,
then a scatter plot of the values measured at z = 50 m plotted against the values measured
at z = 5 m for the same 1-h periods should have the data clustered around a line with a 1:1
relationship (solid line, Fig. 1c). If the relationship were a simple linear dependence on z,
then the scatter plot should have the data clustered around a line with a 10:1 relationship.
The data in Fig. 1c cluster around a 2:1 line, so neither boundary-layer depth dependence
nor z dependence dominates the relationship. The data are closer to the 1:1 line than the 10:1
line indicating that boundary-layer depth dependence might have a larger influence than z
dependence.
Most of the daytime data (Fig. 1c) and more stable nighttime data cluster around the
2:1 relationship, but the near-neutral nighttime data appear to cluster around the line
LTKEmax(50 m) = (4/3) LTKE(5 m) + 40. Given a lack of a theoretical basis for such a
relationship, the appearance that the data lie around this line can be assumed to be a coinci-
dence. The near-neutral data are also consistent with an interpretation of LTKEmax at z = 50 m
being 2–4 times the value at z = 5 m. Because this analysis compares data at only two heights
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above the surface, it cannot be determined whether the maximum TKE scale continues to
increase with height above the surface or stays close to the magnitude of the boundary-layer
depth.
4.2 Integral Scales
The histograms for the integral scales, L int, (Fig. 2a, b) show a separation into day and night
behaviour similar to the LTKEmax histograms but at smaller scales. The daytime peak at
z = 5 m is in the 25–70 m range, and at z = 50 m the typical daytime length scales are on the
order of 80–250 m. These scales do not approach the typical daytime boundary-layer depths
on the order of km. Nighttime near-neutral scales are on the order of 6–25 m at z = 5 m and
15–60 m at z = 50 m. At both heights above the surface, the more stable nighttime portion
of the histograms covers a broad range of integral scale lengths with no significant peaks.
Comparing the integral scale at z = 5 m to the scale at z = 50 m (Fig. 2c), the z = 50 m
length scale is larger than the z = 5 m scale, with the 1:1 relationship indicated by a solid
line. The integral scale at z = 50 m is roughly three times the integral scale measured at
z = 5 m for the daytime data and near-neutral nighttime data. No relationship seems to exist
between integral scales measured at the two heights above the surface for the more stable
nighttime data.
Turbulence for the more stable 1-h periods is dominated by meandering motion as sug-
gested by the very large scales of maximum TKE for these data (Fig. 1a, b). Although
measured LTKEmax show a 2:1 relationship between z = 5 m and z = 50 m (Fig. 1c),
the integral scales, and therefore the underlying autocorrelations, of the meandering motion
(Fig. 2c) do not share the same properties from one level to the next for the more stable
1-h periods. The lack of a significant peak in the histograms for the integral scales for the
stable 1-h periods (Fig. 2a, b) is another indication that the autocorrelations of meandering
motion behave differently than the autocorrelations typical of the stronger turbulence under
near-neutral and daytime conditions.
4.3 Relationship Between Integral Scale and Maximum TKE Scale
Frehlich et al. (2008) report a relationship between the outer scale and integral scale of
L integral = 0.75Louter obtained from Hinze (1959). In Hinze, the outer scale is specifically
the scale at which the Fourier transform is maximum, and the integral scale is assumed to be
derived from the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. Based on the assumption
of isotropy and a −5/3 power law in the inertial subrange, Hinze derives the relationship
L integral = √π ((5/6)/(1/3)) Louter. In Fig. 3a and b, the integral scale is plotted against
the length scale of maximum TKE for both heights above the surface. The relationship
L int = 0.75LTKEmax is indicated with a dashed line. Although few points lie along that
line, it represents an upper bound for the relationship between the two scales at both heights
above the surface, so LTKEmax and L int are not interchangeable. An empirical constant of
proportionality of 0.33 is more representative of the near-neutral data, indicated by the dotted
line. The near-neutral data have the least influence from thermal effects and are the most
similar to the perfectly neutral stratification assumed in Hinze (1959). For the unstable 1-h
segments and the more stable segments, no discernible relationship exists between L int and
LTKEmax.
Others have noted (i.e. Teunissen 1980) that integral lengths depend heavily on the method































Night wT > −0.025 K m s−1































Night wT > −0.015 K m s−1
Night wT < −0.015 K m s−1
Lint= 0.75 LTKEmax
Lint= 0.33 LTKEmax
Fig. 3 The integral length scale plotted against the length scale of maximum TKE at a z = 5 m and b
z = 50 m. The relationships L int = 0.75LTKEmax (dashed lines) and L int = 0.33LTKEmax (dotted lines) are
shown
have a significant effect on the relationship between L int and LTKEmax. The integral scales
here are calculated based on the autocorrelation function (Sect. 3.3) and can be expected to
vary significantly from the spectral method assumed by Hinze. Also, the maxima based on
multiresolution spectra are known to have slightly different values than the maxima based
on Fourier spectra (Sect. 3.1). These differences may be the only source of disagreement
between the theoretical relationship L int = 0.75LTKEmax and the empirical relationship
L int = 0.33LTKEmax. The disagreement could also be attributed to Hinze’s assumption of
isotropy, which does not apply to these larger scales.
4.4 Scales Separating Isotropic and Anisotropic Turbulent Motion
The length scale of maximum TKE is determined from the multiresolution spectral peaks
and the integral scale is determined from wind-speed autocorrelation calculations. Neither
method depends on evaluation of the anisotropy. By constructing Reynolds-stress tensors
using the multiresolution spectra, the anisotropy of the motion at each spectral scale can be







































Fig. 4 Sample C3 values, the degree of isotropy, for z = 50 m for the 1400–1459 UTC data for the 12 days
with data that hour (solar noon is 1815 UTC). Locating the length scale at which C3 = 0.5 is usually less
ambiguous than locating the scale at which the isotropic turbulence begins to become anisotropic
isotropic turbulence will have C3 = 1.0. The turbulence at the scales LTKEmax and L int is
anisotropic because nearly all C3 values for LTKEmax are in the range of 0–0.3 at z = 5 m
and 0–0.4 at z = 50 m and most C3 values for L int are in the range of 0.1–0.5 at z = 5 m and
0.4–0.7 at z = 50 m.
Although the C3 spectrum for each 1-h period shows the expected general behaviour of
being relatively isotropic at small scales and anisotropic at large scales, there are no scales at
which C3 reaches the value of pure isotropy (Fig. 4). With no scale having C3 = 1.0, locating
a scale at which the flow starts to become anisotropic becomes problematic. The situation
is further complicated by the smallest resolved scales appearing to be less isotropic than
slightly larger scales. This might be attributed to turbulent motion, at scales too short to be
resolved by the sonic anemometers, being aliased onto the smaller resolved scales, resulting
in imprecise spectral magnitudes at the smallest pair of scales. Wind-speed data from other
instrument types with small-scale resolution, such as hot-wire anemometers, will be needed
to test if C3 = 1.0 is due to sonic anemometer limitations or if the flow never achieves strictly
pure isotropy at any scale. Although it is assumed that turbulence reaches pure isotropy at
small enough scale for all flows, some well respected experiments have contradicted this
assumption (Pope 2000, p. 254; Casciola et al. 2007, and references therein).
Two different definitions of the scale of transition from isotropic to anisotropic turbulence
are used herein. The first, Lhalf , uses the point at which C3 reaches the threshold of 0.5 as
C3 descends from high to low values. This threshold is arbitrary, but is relatively easy for an
automated routine to locate.
The second scale, L trans, attempts to mimic the transition scale a human might choose by
locating the point at which C3 begins to significantly descend from its plateau value. The
small sample of C3 spectra in Fig. 4 hints at the complexity of many of the other C3 spectra.
The location on the plot at which a human eye will identify the transition is not usually near
the maximum calculated by a computer. To approximate the scale a human might choose,
the threshold of dropping below 90 % of the maximum C3 for that hour is chosen. Varying
the threshold used to calculate L trans between 85–95 % results in subtle differences in the
following results, but no qualitative changes in the conclusions. Periods in which C3 never
exceeds 0.5 are left out of the analyses.
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The histograms of Lhalf values at z = 5 m and z = 50 m (Fig. 5a, b) indicate that for most
of the periods with high wind speeds, day and night, Lhalf values are on the order of 2z. For
the periods with low wind speeds at night Lhalf values are comparable to κz, whereas for the
daytime periods with low wind speeds, Lhalf values cover a broad range of larger scales. It
is notable that at z = 5 m, there is a relative lack of Lhalf values on the order of 5 m.
Knowledge of Lhalf at one level does not usually allow accurate prediction of Lhalf at the
other level (Fig. 5c). For periods with high wind speeds, a relatively narrow range of Lhalf
values at z = 5 m corresponds to a broader range of Lhalf values at z = 50 m, but dividing
the periods with high wind speeds into day and night classes, most of the nighttime data have
Lhalf values at z = 50 m, approximately 5 times the values measured at z = 5 m. Periods
with low wind speeds have daytime values of Lhalf more than ten times larger at z = 50 m
than at z = 5 m, whereas some of the periods with low wind speeds at night have Lhalf values
widely scattered around the 1:1 line. If Lhalf were proportional to z, κz, or 2z, it would be
expected that many of the points comparing Lhalf values at z = 5 m to those at z = 50 m
would fall along a factor-of-10 line.
The characteristics of L trans are similar to those for Lhalf , but the scales are smaller, as
expected from their definitions. At z = 5 m (Fig. 6a), the L trans values for periods with high
wind speeds fall mostly between 2 and 4.5 m. For nighttime periods with low wind speeds,
L trans values are between 0.25 and 1.75 m, whereas L trans values for daytime periods with
low wind speeds are between 2 and 6 m with no significant peak. Similar to the Lhalf analysis,
L trans length scales have a notable gap; at z = 5 m few 1-h periods have L trans length scales of
κz. At z = 50 m, L trans values for periods with high wind speeds are between 5 and 40 m, for
periods with low wind speeds at night, L trans values are mostly <10 m, and for periods with
low wind speeds during the day, L trans values are between 5 and 300 m. Comparing L trans
at z = 5 m to L trans at z = 50 m, the daytime data of any wind speed show no relationship
between the two heights above the surface. The lack of correlation between z = 5 m and
z = 50 m for both Lhalf and L trans is an indication that buoyancy, in addition to shear, affects
anisotropy. For the nocturnal data at any wind speed, the value measured at z = 50 m is three
times the value at z = 5 m.
Classifying Lhalf and L trans by day, night, and wind speed separates the multiple peaks
in the total histograms at z = 5 m into sums of single peaks (Figs. 5a, 6a), but the peaks on
the total histograms at z = 50 m (Figs. 5b, 6b) are more simply separated by only a day and
night classification (Fig. 7). Daytime Lhalf values range from 2z to nearly the boundary-layer
depth, nighttime values of Lhalf are 2z or less. L trans values are slightly smaller with daytime
values falling mostly between 10 and 100 m with a peak near κz = 20 m, and nighttime L trans
values have a narrow peak at 5 m, with a range of 1–20 m.
The calculation of both Lhalf and L trans depends on the anisotropy, and the two values
correspond well with each other as a result. For z = 5 m, Lhalf and L trans are well correlated
with Lhalf values being 2–5 times larger than the corresponding L trans value. At z = 50 m,
Lhalf and L trans are less well correlated, but most Lhalf values are within 3–10 times the
corresponding L trans value.
4.5 Relationship Between the Anisotropy Scales and the Integral Scale
The anisotropy-based scales are much smaller than the integral scales and LTKEmax. For most
combinations, knowledge of one of the larger scales gives no information about the smaller
ones and vice versa. One exception is the integral scale and Lhalf at z = 50 m. The total
histogram curve for the integral scale at z = 50 m (dotted line, Fig. 2b) is very similar to
the histogram curve for Lhalf at z = 50 m (dotted line, Fig. 5b) with a strong peak in the
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All U > 4.0 m s−1
Night U < 4.0 m s−1























All U > 9.0 m s−1
Night U < 9.0 m s−1






















Night U(5 m) > 4.0 m s−1
Day U(5 m) > 4.0 m s−1
Night U(5 m) < 4.0 m s−1
Day U(5 m) < 4.0 m s−1
Fig. 5 Histograms of Lhalf , the length scale of transition from isotropic to anisotropic turbulence defined as
C3 = 0.5, for 1-h segments of data, at a z = 5 m and b z = 50 m. During periods with high wind speeds,
Lhalf values are between 1.5 and 2.5z with a peak near 2z; during nighttime periods with low wind speeds,
most Lhalf values at z = 5 m are in the range of κz to z, but values at z = 50 m are slightly smaller; during
daytime periods with low wind speeds at z = 5 m, the values of Lhalf cover a broad range with no preferred
scale, whereas at z = 50 m there is a broad peak at scales 100–1,000 m. Notable at z = 5 m are relatively few
values of Lhalf = z. c Comparison of Lhalf values at z = 5 m and z = 50 m. For nighttime hours of all wind
speeds Lhalf at z = 50 m is about five times the value of Lhalf at z = 5 m. This relationship does not hold for
daytime hours. The black solid line is 1:1, black dotted line indicates a factor of 5
100–200-m range and a secondary peak near 40 m. Plotting one scale versus the other (Fig. 8)
shows no relationship between the integral scale and Lhalf for periods with low wind speeds,
indicating that the similarity in the histograms is superficial. For periods with high wind
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Night U(5 m) > 4.0 m s−1
Day U(5 m) > 4.0 m s−1
Night U(5 m) < 4.0 m s−1
Day U(5 m) < 4.0 m s−1
Fig. 6 Histograms of L trans, the length scale of transition from isotropic to anisotropic turbulence defined
as C3 = 0.9 C3max, for 1-h segments of data, at a z = 5 m and b z = 50 m. For nighttime periods with low
wind speeds, all L trans values are κz or smaller; for periods with high wind speeds at z = 5 m, L trans scales
are between κz and z, whereas at z = 50 m, they are between 0.1z and z. The daytime values of L trans for
periods with low wind speeds cover a broad range. Notable at z = 5 m are relatively few values of L trans = κz
or L trans = z. c Comparison of L trans values at z = 5 m and z = 50 m. For nighttime segments of all wind
speeds, L trans at z = 50 m is about three times the value of L trans at z = 5 m. This relationship does not hold
for daytime segments. The black solid line is 1:1, black dotted line indicates a factor of 3
speeds, however, the two length scales seem equivalent, mostly within a factor of two of each
other, but given the scatter in the data, a relationship of Lhalf ∝ (L int)1/2 is also supported
(power law with slope 1/2). Because these scales are derived by very different means, any






















































Fig. 7 For z = 50 m, a histogram of Lhalf and b histogram of L trans. The distribution of data is well
characterized by a simple day/night separation at z = 50 m without the additional classification by wind speed
(Figs. 5b, 6b). During nighttime 1-h segments, Lhalf has a preferred length scale slightly larger than κz whereas
all L trans values are < κz. For daytime 1-h segments, Lhalf values are mostly larger than 2z whereas L trans


























All U > 9.0 m s−1
Night U < 9.0 m s−1
Day U < 9.0 m s−1
Fig. 8 The length scale of transition from isotropic to anisotropic turbulence defined as C3 = 0.5, Lhalf ,
compared to the integral scale for z = 50 m data. The bulk of the high wind-speed data falls near the 1:1 line,
within a factor of two. This relationship does not hold for the periods with low wind speeds, or for any data
at z = 5 m (not shown)
between the two scales. The lack of any relationship between the integral scale and Lhalf at
z = 5 m further strengthens the suggestion that the relationship at z = 50 m is coincidental.
4.6 Temperature Variance and Buoyancy Flux
In addition to the six components of the Reynolds-stress tensor, both the sonic temperature
variance and the buoyancy flux can be calculated with sonic anemometer data. Fluxes and
variances of scalar concentrations in the atmosphere are a direct result of the mechanical




























Night wT > −0.025 K m s−1




























Night wT > −0.015 K m s−1
Night wT < −0.015 K m s−1
Fig. 9 Histograms of the length scale of maximum buoyancy flux, LWTmax, for 1-h segments of data, at a
z = 5 m and b z = 50 m. During the day, LWTmax values are on the order of 40–100 m at z = 5 m and on
the order of 200–2,000 m at z = 50 m; during near-neutral nighttime hours, LWTmax values are mostly on the
order of 2z; during more stable nighttime hours, LWTmax values split into two categories: small values on the
order of z; and values larger than the nighttime boundary-layer depths, which are dominated by large-scale
meandering motion
the length scales discussed in the previous sections do not correspond directly to the scales
of maximum buoyancy flux or maximum temperature variance.
During the day, the length scales of maximum buoyancy flux, LWTmax, at z = 5 m are
mostly in the 10–100-m range and, at z = 50 m, most are in the 100–3,000-m range (Fig. 9),
larger than L trans and Lhalf , comparable to and larger than the integral scale, smaller than
LTKEmax, and anisotropic. Nighttime near-neutral values for LWTmax are in the range of
7–30 m at z = 5 m and 30–150 m at z = 50 m, which are anisotropic because they are
larger than the Lhalf and L trans values for the same data class. The length scales for more
stable nighttime conditions fall into two ranges, a small scale on the order of z, which is
approximately isotropic, and a large scale of 1–10 km, larger than the nighttime boundary-
layer depth. These meandering motion scales are anisotropic because they are larger than the
scales derived from C3.
Peak sonic temperature-variance scales, LTTmax, in the daytime are mostly on the order


























Night wT > −0.025 K m s−1
























Night wT > −0.015 K m s−1
Night wT < −0.015 K m s−1
Fig. 10 Histograms of length scale of maximum temperature variance, LTTmax, for 1-h segments of data, at
a z = 5 m and b z = 50 m. During the day, LTTmax values are on the order of 60–300 m at z = 5 m and on
the order of 300– 2,000 m at z = 50 m; during near-neutral nighttime hours, LTTmax values are mostly on
the order of 2–4z; during more stable nighttime hours, most LTTmax values are at large scales dominated by
large-scale meandering motion and some of the data have LTTmax = 2z. On the day following each of two
frontal passages accompanied by cold-air advection, LTTmax values are measured to be at the smallest scales
resolvable with the sonic anemometers and include data from all three classes
LWTmax scales, but still smaller than LTKEmax. The near-neutral nighttime length scales are
10–70 m at z = 5 m, and 40–300 m at z = 50 m, also slightly larger than the LWTmax
scales, whereas the length scales under more stable conditions are almost all at the large
meandering scales >1,000 m. For both heights above the surface, a non-negligible number
of 1-h periods have peak temperature-variance scales at the smallest scales resolvable with
the sonic anemometers, i.e. <2 m. It is probable that the actual peak scale is even smaller
than these values. At z = 5 m, all these very small peak scales occur during two periods of
cold-air advection, each approximately a day long, immediately following the passage of a
cold front. These two events are also evident in the z = 50 m data. Very small peak scales
are also evident in the z = 50 m data for several 1-h periods from other times of the month
and may be caused by the presence of slightly cooler air above the tower. It is not yet known
why the large-scale temperature variances should diminish so dramatically in these cases.
Because temperature is a scalar, an analysis similar to the Reynolds stress-tensor








































































Fig. 11 The anisotropy, C3, for a LWTmax, the length scale of maximum buoyancy flux, and b LTTmax, the
length scale of maximum temperature variance, as a function of non-dimensional length scale. The length
scales LWTmax and LTTmax are made non-dimensional by dividing by the value of Lhalf . The data collapse
well for non-dimensional length scales >1.0. For non-dimensional length scales <1.0, the data are probably
disordered even though the eye can find order in the relatively sparse data
of the Reynolds-stress tensor-derived C3 for that scale. The C3 values for peak buoyancy-flux
scales and peak temperature-variance scales are found to collapse as a function of the non-
dimensional length scales LWTmax/Lhalf and LTTmax/Lhalf (Fig. 11) at both heights above the
surface. In both plots, for dimensionless length scales of 1.0 or greater, the data collapse well,
but for dimensionless length <1.0, the data are disordered. This indicates that the dynamics
of buoyancy flux and temperature variance at scales larger than Lhalf are dominated by the
mechanical turbulence, which is anisotropic at these scales. At smaller scales of motion, the
dynamics of buoyancy flux and temperature variance have an additional influence so scaling
by Lhalf alone is not adequate to collapse the data onto a single curve. Viscous forces would
be an obvious candidate to influence very small scales of buoyancy flux and temperature
variance, but viscosity is not thought to be a significant factor at the scales resolvable by
sonic anemometers.
5 Conclusions
Although the definition of the outer scale of turbulence that was used can often be inferred
from the context of the publication and its field of study, greater clarity would be achieved
by more specificity of which definitions and calculation methods were used and by knowing
more about the turbulence properties at each of these scales. Since little relationship was
found between the several definitions of outer scale examined in this analysis, the term outer
scale should not be considered to simultaneously mean the largest scales of motion, the
boundary-layer depth, and the integral scale. All the measures of outer scale evaluated here
were anisotropic to some degree with L trans being the closest to isotropic by definition.
Although the maximum TKE scale was sometimes on the order of the boundary-layer
depth, this was only occasionally true during the day, whereas at night the maximum TKE
scale was either much smaller than the boundary-layer depth or much larger depending on
stability. Integral scales were in general slightly smaller than the maximum TKE scales but
were not related to either boundary-layer depth or instrument height above the surface. The
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transition scale Lhalf appeared to be a reasonable candidate for a Prandtl mixing length, κz,
especially for periods with light winds at night. The transition scale L trans appeared to be
a candidate for an outer scale of practical use for optical applications based in part on its
similarity to published optical outer scale values of 10–30 m (Ziad et al. 2004). Estimates
of optical outer scales are based on the magnitude of temperature variance, but the scales of
maximum temperature variance were not related to any of the outer scales of the mechanical
turbulence.
Many definitions of outer scale in the surface layer include the height above the surface as
an important parameter. Most of the evaluated scales in this analysis showed some degree of
the influence of instrument height, but the relationship between values at z = 5 m and values
at z = 50 m was not strong enough to support a purely linear relationship. In a few cases
there was no correlation between a measured value at z = 5 m and the same measurement
at z = 50 m—notably the integral scales under more stable conditions in which meandering
motion dominates, and all the daytime data for the anisotropy-derived length scales, Lhalf
and L trans.
Use of this analysis technique is new and leads to other areas of investigation. Can this
method be used to learn more about how meandering motion differs from turbulent motion?
Can thermal effects be separated from shear effects so as to study them independently, even
though they usually occur simultaneously in the atmosphere? Why does the peak temperature-
variance scale become very small with cold-air advection? Do other scalars have peak flux
and variance scales in common with temperature?
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